Comments/Questions in no particular order:
Any possibility of both shuls selling their buildings and purchasing the school next to
Shalom Village and creating a campus environment?
Mark - thank you and Yves for all you have done. Larry Kobetz
Next question: will congregants have a role in the discussions with BJ? Or will the
executive/board be in charge of those discussions?
I heard Liora refer to 2 different sales… just want to understand that.
No question, but just a comment for the potential sharing of space - parking is very
limited now and I would request this be taken under careful review as to how this would
work if double the number of people will be trying to use the same parking spaces.
This is not a question for now, but I am requesting that the Secretary review the official
rules of order to find out whether Presidents/Chairs can vote on every motion. Please
pass this on.
I look forward to this cohabitation, where clergy, educators, congregants will collaborate
and share our commonalities. From Shlomit Acciaroli
If both synagogues are in one building which building will be used and why (I don’t think
the “why” was answered.)
Don’t we need the cemetery land for graves ? (I answered that as far as I know, a
second, less expensive piece of land will be purchased outside of the city. Currently,
there are enough plot spaces available for about 25 years.)
How many windows will be replaced and will the stained glass be involved (I passed on
Haim’s and the Rabbi’s answers - don’t know, but many. Window frames and caulking
are in disrepair)
Procedural questions: Can the President’s/Chair of the meeting vote, according to
official rules of order ? I replied that the Chair can only vote in case of a tie. The
member asked that the question be given to the Secretery, which I did.
Members in good standing for 2019 or 2020 ? I replied 2019.
Will BJ be our tenant and for how long ? I replied yes, for an unkown (as yet) length of
time before reassessing. I gave the example that the Buffalo synagogues have a 3 year
trial period, but who knows for us.
Why is the security costs so low. Answered by Liora that the building is closed.

Why is the Wexler garden in need of repair - answered by Mark as a safety issue.
I heard that and it makes more sense for us to move there, then rebuild the temple for
both congregations, then they can sell their property but no need to share this.

